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Z6-Code Constructions of the Leech Lattice and the Niemeier Lattices
MASAAKI HARADA† AND MASAAKI KITAZUME
In this paper, we construct many new extremal Type II Z6-codes of length 24, and consequently
we show that there is at least one extremal Type II Z6-code C of length 24 such that the binary and
ternary reductions of C are B and T , respectively, for every binary Type II code B and every extremal
ternary self-dual code T . These codes give more Z6-code constructions of the Leech lattice. It is also
shown that every Niemeier lattice contains a (4k2 + 2k + 6)-frame for every integer k.
c© 2002 Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
1. INTRODUCTION
There has been recent interest in self-dual codes over finite rings, specifically the rings Z2k
where Z2k denotes the ring of integers modulo 2k, in particular, Type II codes over Z4 have
been widely studied (cf. e.g., [12] and the references therein), because they are related to
even unimodular lattices via Construction A. Recently, the notion of Type II codes has been
generalized to codes over Z2k for any positive integer k in [2]. Note that only a few examples
of extremal Type II codes are known for the rings Z2k beside Z4 while a number of extremal
Type II codes over Z4 are known (cf. [12]).
In this paper, we consider Type II codes over Z6 from the point of view of constructions
of even unimodular lattices, in particular, not only the Leech lattice but also the Niemeier
lattices. In Section 3, we give a condition to construct a Type II Z6-code without codewords
of Euclidean weight 12 from a given binary Type II code and a ternary self-dual code. In
Section 4, 25 new extremal Type II Z6-codes of length 24 are constructed. These codes give
25 more Z6-code constructions of the Leech lattice. In addition, these codes demonstrate that
there is at least one extremal Type II Z6-code C of length 24 such that C (mod 2) = B
and C (mod 3) = T for a binary Type II code B and an extremal ternary self-dual code T
where C (mod p) = {c(mod p)|c ∈ C} for p = 2, 3 (Theorem 3). We also mention that the
existence of a 6-frame for every Niemeier lattice is derived from the result of Montague [11].
In Section 5, for every integer k it is shown that every Niemeier lattice N contains a (4k2 +
2k + 6)-frame (Theorem 4) by considering Hadamard matrices and the result of Dong et
al. [6].
2. TYPE II Z2k -CODES AND CONSTRUCTION A
In this section, we recall some basic notions on codes over Z2k , unimodular lattices and the
basic construction of lattices from codes. For undefined terms, we refer to [2, 5] and [12].
Let Z2k(= {0, 1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1}) be the ring of integers modulo 2k. A code C of length n
over Z2k (or a Z2k-code of length n) is a Z2k-submodule of Zn2k . An element of C is called
a codeword. We define the inner product on Zn2k by x · y = x1 y1 + · · · + xn yn , where x =
(x1, . . . , xn) and y = (y1, . . . , yn). The dual code C⊥ of C is defined as C⊥ = {x ∈ Zn2k |
x · y = 0 for all y ∈ C}. A code C is self-dual if C = C⊥. The Hamming weight of a
codeword is the number of non-zero components in the codeword. The Euclidean weight of
a codeword x is
∑n
i=1 min{x2i , (2k − xi )2}. The minimum Euclidean weight dE of C is the
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smallest Euclidean weight among all non-zero codewords of C . Two codes over Z2k are said
to be equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by permuting the coordinates and
(if necessary) changing the signs of certain coordinates. A Type II code over Z2k is a self-dual
code with all codewords having Euclidean weight divisible by 4k. It is known [2] that there is
a Type II code of length n if and only if n ≡ 0 (mod 8).
A (Euclidean) lattice 3 is integral if 3 ⊆ 3∗ where 3∗ is the dual lattice under the standard
inner product 〈x, y〉. An integral lattice with 3 = 3∗ is called unimodular. A lattice with even
norms is said to be even. An n-dimensional even unimodular lattice exists if and only if n ≡ 0
(mod 8). The minimum norm of 3 is the smallest norm among all non-zero vectors of 3. The
minimum norm µ of an n-dimensional even unimodular lattice is bounded by
µ ≤ 2
[
n
24
]
+ 2 (1)
(cf. [5, Chapter 7]). An n-dimensional even unimodular lattice with µ = 2[n/24]+2 is called
extremal. Up to equivalence, there are 24 even unimodular lattices in dimension 24 (called the
Niemeier lattices) and one of them has minimum norm 4 (called the Leech lattice).
We now introduce Construction A to construct even unimodular lattices from Type II codes
over Z2k . Construction A was first defined for binary codes (cf. [5, Chapter 7]), and was gen-
eralized to codes over Z2k (cf. [2]). Let C be a Z2k-code C and let e1, . . . , en be an orthog-
onal basis of an n-dimensional Euclidean space satisfying 〈ei , e j 〉 = 2kδi j where δi j is the
Kronecker delta. Then we define the lattice A2k(C) obtained from C by Construction A as
A2k(C) =
{
1
2k
n∑
i=1
xi ei
∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Z, (xi (mod 2k)) ∈ C
}
.
In general, the set of vectors f1, . . . , fn in an n-dimensional lattice L with 〈 fi , f j 〉 = 2kδi j is
called a 2k-frame of L . Clearly A2k(C) has a 2k-frame e1, . . . , en . Conversely if the lattice L
has a 2k-frame f1, . . . , fn , then L is obtained by Construction A from some Z2k-code C ′
which is defined as
C ′ = {(c1, . . . , cn) ∈ Zn2k | ci = 〈v, fi 〉(mod 2k), v ∈ L}.
PROPOSITION 1 (Bannai et al. [2]). If C is a Type II Z2k-code with minimum Euclidean
weight dE then A2k(C) is an even unimodular lattice with minimum norm min{dE/2k, 2k}.
Let us consider the case 2k = 6. By (1), the minimum Euclidean weight dE of a Type II
Z6-code of length n is bounded by
dE ≤ 12
[
n
24
]
+ 12
for length n ≤ 40 (cf. [2]). We say that a Type II Z6-code of length n (≤40) with dE =
12[n/24] + 12 is extremal.
3. CONSTRUCTION OF TYPE II Z6-CODES
Define the map 9 : Z6 → Z2 × Z3 by 9(α) = (α (mod 2), α (mod 3)). The map 9−1 is
a ring isomorphism by the Chinese remainder theorem. This map is naturally extended to a
map from Zn2 ×Zn3 to Zn6 . Let B and T be a binary code and a ternary code of the same length,
respectively. We define
C RT (B, T ) = {9−1(a, b) | a ∈ B, b ∈ T }.
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Then C RT (B, T ) is a code over Z6. Here we say that B is the binary part and T is the
ternary part for C RT (B, T ). If B and T are self-dual then so is C RT (B, T ), moreover if B
is a binary Type II code then C RT (B, T ) is Type II [7].
PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a binary Type II code of length n and let T be a ternary self-
dual code of length n and minimum weight d ≥ 6. Let C RT (B, T ) be the Type II code over
Z6 obtained from B and T . C RT (B, T ) has no codeword of Euclidean weight 12 if and only
if the support of a codeword of weight 12 (resp. 9, 6) in T does not contain the support of a
codeword of weight 12 (resp. 8, 4) in B.
PROOF. Let x be a codeword in C RT (B, T ). Let ni (x) denote the number of j with x j = i
in x = (x1, . . . , xn) (i = 0, 1, . . . , 5). The codeword x has Euclidean weight 12 if and only
if x satisfies one of the following:
(1) n1(x)+ n5(x) = 12, n0(x) = n − 12,
(2) n1(x)+ n5(x) = 8, n2(x)+ n4(x) = 1, n0(x) = n − 9,
(3) n1(x)+ n5(x) = 4, n2(x)+ n4(x) = 2, n0(x) = n − 6,
(4) n2(x)+ n4(x) = 3, n0(x) = n − 3,
(5) n1(x)+ n5(x) = 3, n3(x) = 1, n0(x) = n − 4.
A codeword x with case (4) or (5) corresponds to a codeword of weight 3 in T .
Now let x be a codeword with case (1). Then x (mod 2) is a codeword of weight 12 in B and
x (mod 3) is a codeword of weight 12 in T , and the supports of x (mod 2) and x (mod 3) are
the same. Similarly, if x is a codeword with case (2) (resp. (3)) then x (mod 3) is a codeword
of weight 9 (resp. 6) in T and x (mod 2) is a codeword of weight 8 (resp. 4) in B such that the
support is included in the support of x (mod 3). 2
Proposition 2 suggests that even if C RT (B, T ) has a codeword of Euclidean weight 12,
possibly we may construct a Type II code without codewords of Euclidean weight 12 by
considering equivalent codes of B.
4. EXTREMAL TYPE II Z6-CODES OF LENGTH 24
In this section, we construct many extremal Type II Z6-codes of length 24. These are
inequivalent to each other, because their binary parts or their ternary parts are inequivalent.
Since these are extremal, the lattices obtained from the codes by Construction A are even
unimodular with minimum norm 4, that is, the Leech lattice.
It is known that there are exactly nine inequivalent binary Type II codes of length 24 (cf. [12,
Table VII]), namely, the seven indecomposable codes A24, B24, C24, D24, E24, F24, G24 (the
extended Golay code), and the two decomposable codes e38, e8d16. It is also known that there
are exactly two inequivalent extremal ternary self-dual [24,12,9] codes (cf. [12, Table XII]),
namely the extended quadratic residue code Q24 and the Pless symmetry code P24. Note that
the classification of all ternary self-dual codes of length 24 is not yet completed. In [2], an
extremal Type II code of length 24 was given and is denoted by G246 . Its binary and ternary
parts are G24 and Q24, respectively. Recently one more extremal Type II code has been found
in [8]. The extremal code C6,24 in [8] has its binary part e38 and its ternary part P24. So we
have considered the other cases.
By computer search, we have found 16 extremal Type II Z6-codes C24,1, . . . ,C24,16 of
length 24 from binary Type II codes and ternary extremal self-dual codes. Their binary and
ternary parts B, T are listed in Table 1. The minimum Euclidean weights of these codes are
determined by Proposition 2 or direct calculations. Consequently we have the following:
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TABLE 1.
Extremal Type II Z6-codes of length 24.
T \ B G24 A24 B24 C24 D24 E24 F24 e38 e8d16
Q24 [2] C24,1 C24,2 C24,3 C24,4 C24,5 C24,6 C24,7 C24,8
P24 C24,9 C24,10 C24,11 C24,12 C24,13 C24,14 C24,15 [8] C24,16
T24 C24,17 C24,18 C24,19 C24,20 C24,21 C24,22 C24,23 C24,24 C24,25
THEOREM 3. Let B be a binary Type II code of length 24. Let T be an extremal ternary
self-dual [24,12,9] code (i.e., T is one of Q24 and P24). Then there is at least one extremal
Type II Z6-code such that B is the binary part and T is the ternary part.
We give generator matrices (I , G24,i ) of the extremal Type II Z6-codes C24,i . In order to
save space, only G24,i is given using the form g1, g2, . . . , g12 where g j is the j th row.
G24,1 = 555113535332, 355514020235, 302221135325, 225005315501, 022200234251,
224033555123, 244240221215, 402044420153, 202341311345, 404424502433,
010445153543, 442201040051,
G24,2 = 555140202335, 355541350202, 302221132355, 222035342204, 022503534551,
224000225123, 214243554515, 402014150420, 202044041015, 404424205130,
040415450240, 445201310351,
G24,3 = 555440235332, 355241320235, 302221135325, 225005315501, 022533231554,
224330555150, 244213524242, 432041153123, 202044041015, 404121502400,
040442420513, 442204010051,
G24,4 = 552440535332, 352211320235, 032251435325, 522035015501, 022533501554,
224000225453, 241540551545, 405011123150, 205311014015, 404421532400,
040412150240, 442204040351,
G24,5 = 555113535332, 355511353505, 302224402055, 252002042231, 022500204251,
224000222153, 244210224215, 402041420453, 205044044015, 404424502433,
040442450213, 442204043051,
G24,6 = 522413505332, 322541053235, 032251132055, 252332015534, 022533204224,
224000555420, 244240224515, 432341123123, 502314314345, 401451235103,
043145150510, 445534343051,
G24,7 = 255140202002, 325544020202, 332524402022, 222005312204, 022200201251,
551000222420, 244240224515, 402011450420, 202044041312, 404454532400,
040442423543, 442231340024,
G24,8 = 255140202002, 325544020202, 332524402022, 222032315531, 022233534551,
551000222420, 244213251515, 402011153150, 202011341315, 404451535433,
040445153513, 442231313321,
G24,9 = 314111141444, 231211152542, 223121115254, 542015411552, 551234241125,
222150151145, 552542015411, 545224534511, 211552120451, 214425545315,
521115254201, 515141222150,
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G24,10 = 311111111114, 531514422215, 520421115521, 212045111525, 224204544455,
222423424415, 225245315141, 242224201211, 244222450451, 244455515345,
224145551501, 242444222153,
G24,11 = 311144444111, 531541152242, 520421112551, 212045114555, 224231214422,
225423154115, 222215342444, 242224201541, 244222423451, 244422245312,
224145554531, 242414552420,
G24,12 = 311444411114, 531241122215, 520421115521, 212045111525, 224231544422,
222150151112, 222242012411, 242224201211, 244222420151, 244125542042,
224115251534, 245441555123,
G24,13 = 314444111114, 534211122215, 520451415521, 212015411525, 221231541152,
225153454415, 222245312444, 242254534244, 244555123154, 244422245015,
224442224531, 245144555123,
G24,14 = 311111111114, 531511155545, 520424442251, 212042444255, 221204244455,
222420421415, 222212042411, 242224504211, 244222420151, 244122242015,
224442254231, 242441222453,
G24,15 = 344411141114, 504541455215, 250451112251, 542312114525, 221534541455,
222420424115, 225215015141, 242224531244, 214525123121, 214152215312,
224115224204, 245141552150,
G24,16 = 011144444444, 501544422242, 550124442224, 515042444222, 224201511155,
222453451115, 222215315411, 242251534511, 244255123151, 244455515345,
224412551531, 242411555150.
From Proposition 2, possibly we may construct an extremal Type II Z6-code from a non-
extremal ternary code. Indeed, such examples can be obtained from the construction of the
Leech lattice using ternary self-dual codes given in [11]. Montague [11] found ternary self-
dual codes such that all the Niemeier lattices are obtained by two construction methods which
are called the straight construction and the twisted constructions in his paper. By his con-
struction (Section 4 in [11]), every Niemeier lattice N contains the sublattice equivalent
to
√
3 times the root lattice of type Dn generated by ei ± e j (1 ≤ i, j ≤ 24) satisfying
〈ei , e j 〉 = 3δi j . Hence N contains a 6-frame
{ f1 = e1 + e2, f2 = e1 − e2, f3 = e3 + e4, . . . , f24 = e23 − e24}. (2)
Hence, in particular, the Leech lattice can be constructed by some Type II Z6-code C by
Construction A, and the code C must be extremal. In [11], the Leech lattice is constructed
from the extremal ternary self-dual codes Q24 and P24 by the twisted construction. By using
the description in [11], one can easily obtain extremal Type II Z6-codes MQ24 and MP24
corresponding to Q24 and P24, respectively. Instead of listing generator matrices of MQ24
and MP24 , we give generator matrices (I,G Q24) and (I,G P24) in standard form which are
obtained after suitable permutations and changing the signs of certain coordinates:
G Q24 = 450002040031, 443020224011, 024522224415, 422212422011, 022441444215,
422004344051, 204020212413, 220422225033, 151133151332, 344422002453,
040402244355, 511553351503,
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G P24 = 140104242023, 542050204401, 122045224445, 140020122443, 524440452245,
122022425441, 351553313552, 501242400223, 344220240123, 500440224453,
035111531153, 330240400243.
The binary parts of both MQ24 and MP24 are E24. The ternary parts of MQ24 and MP24 are
self-dual codes with weight enumerators
1 + 32y6 + 3856y9 + 62304y12 + 242240y15 + 198832y18 + 24096y21 + 80y24
1 + 80y6 + 3568y9 + 63024y12 + 241280y15 + 199552y18 + 23808y21 + 128y24,
respectively. Here we have to note that there exist many choices of the vectors in (2) (for
example, we can use e1 + e3, e1 − e3, e2 + e4, e2 − e4, . . .), and then other codes may be
obtained. We did not check all the possibilities, and do not know whether some code with its
ternary part P24 or Q24 like C24,i (i = 1, . . . , 16) is obtained.
We feel (but did not prove) that the statement of Theorem 3 may be true for another ternary
self-dual code. As an example, we consider the case that T is a self-dual 24, 12, 6 code T24
with the following weight enumerator
1 + 528y6 + 880y9 + 69744y12 + 232320y15 + 206272y18 + 21120y21 + 576y24
which is constructed from a Hadamard matrix of order 24. We have found nine extremal
Type II codes C24,17, . . . ,C24,25 whose binary parts B are also listed in Table 1. The right
halves G24,i of generator matrices (I , G24,i ) of the codes C24,i are as follows:
G24,17 = 530353501040, 053035350104, 201343533050, 020134353305, 502033431350,
050203343135, 501020132333, 353432043503, 505313032043, 350504033231,
331343404310, 033134340431,
G24,18 = 533353531310, 353332020431, 504043533323, 050401353305, 202303131323,
020233313105, 204023402033, 020402040533, 202040032013, 023201333501,
004040104013, 000404043431,
G24,19 = 533320204313, 353305350404, 504043530353, 050401350335, 202303134353,
023203310135, 204053432000, 020432310200, 202040005310, 020204003501,
004013104040, 000404043431,
G24,20 = 533020231310, 353005320431, 504043533323, 050401353305, 202330131350,
023203313105, 204353435330, 020105340200, 202040032013, 020231300204,
004040401013, 000404040131,
G24,21 = 530020531310, 350035320431, 504013233323, 050431053305, 205300131323,
023533010435, 201053105330, 020135343530, 202040005013, 020204000531,
004043134040, 000434310404,
G24,22 = 533353531310, 353335353101, 504040200053, 050404020035, 202003404053,
020200340435, 204020402333, 023402040233, 202340002013, 020234000231,
004040434013, 000404043431,
G24,23 = 500053501310, 320305053431, 504310530323, 050431350035, 232330431350,
050503343105, 201053435303, 023132343233, 202040335040, 020531000204,
001343134310, 000404040131,
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G24,24 = 233320204040, 323302020404, 531040200020, 350104020002, 202003134020,
020230310402, 204053102000, 020435010200, 202040002313, 020204003231,
004040401310, 000404043101,
G24,25 = 233320204040, 323302020404, 531040200020, 350104020002, 202003131353,
020230313135, 204053105333, 020435310533, 202013335013, 020231033531,
004013131310, 000431313101.
5. NIEMEIER LATTICES AND TYPE II CODES
As described in the previous section, the existence of a 6-frame in every Niemeier lattice
can be proved from the result in [11]. The aim of this section is to prove a more general result.
We want to emphasize that our proof is unified by using the result (3) of Dong et al.
THEOREM 4. Every Niemeier lattice N contains a (4k2+2k+6)-frame for every integer k.
In other words, every Niemeier lattice is constructed from some Type II code over Z4k2+2k+6.
Let H be a Hadamard matrix of order n, that is, an n by n matrix of ±1’s with H ·H T = nI
where H T denotes the transpose of H . A Hadamard matrix H is called skew-symmetric if
(H − I )T = −(H − I ).
LEMMA 5. Let H be a skew-symmetric Hadamard matrix of order 24. Let hi denote the
i th row of H. If N contains h1/2, . . . , h24/2 and the 4-frame
{e1 = (2, 0, . . . , 0), e2 = (0, 2, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , e24 = (0, . . . , 0, 2)},
then N has a (4k2 + 2k + 6)-frame for any integer k.
PROOF. Let k be any integer. We will show that {h1/2+ke1, . . . , h24/2+ke24} is a (4k2+
2k + 6)-frame in N . For any i, j ,
〈hi/2 + kei , h j/2 + ke j 〉 =
{
k(hi j + h j i ) if i 6= j ,
4k2 + 2k + 6 if i = j ,
where hi j denotes the j th coordinate in hi . Since H is skew-symmetric, hi j + h j i = 0 if
i 6= j . The result follows. 2
Recall that the torsion part C (2) of a Z4-code C is defined as
C (2) = { 12 c | c ∈ C, ci ≡ 0 (mod 2)}
where C (2) is regarded as a binary code.
LEMMA 6. Let C be a Type II Z4-code of length 24. If C (2) contains some code equiva-
lent to the extended Golay code G24 then C contains a skew-symmetric Hadamard matrix of
order 24.
PROOF. Let H be a Hadamard matrix with the i th row hi . Then the binary code generated
by (1/2)(h1−hi ) (2 ≤ i ≤ 24) is classified in [1, Table 7.1] and is equivalent to one of the six
Type II codes A24, C24, D24, E24, F24, G24. In particular, if H is the Paley skew-symmetric
Hadamard matrix P (see e.g., [1] for the definition), then this binary code is equivalent to G24.
We denote by pi the i th row of P . Then we may assume that p1 is the all-one vector.
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Suppose that C (2) contains some code equivalent to G24. Then C contains some codewords
obtained from p1 − pi (2 ≤ i ≤ 24) by some suitable permutation. Here we regard the
vectors pi as codewords of a Z4-code. Moreover it is known that any Type II Z4-code contains
some codeword whose entries are ±1. Hence C contains all the rows of P · M for some
monomial matrix M . The matrix MT · P · M is a skew-symmetric Hadamard matrix whose
row vectors are contained in C . 2
We are now in a position to describe a result by Dong, Li, Mason and Norton [6], which is
an important key of our proof. They showed that there exists an embedding
324 ⊇
√
2N ⊇ 2324 (3)
of each Niemeier lattice N into the Leech lattice 324. The following lemma is obtained as a
consequence of (3).
LEMMA 7 (Bonnecaze et al. [3]). Every Niemeier lattice N contains a 4-frame.
Indeed by using (3), it is proved that √2N contains a coordinate frame (in the sense of [5,
Chapter 10]) {g1, . . . , g24} of 324, which is an 8-frame of 324. Hence
{
g1/
√
2, . . . , g24/
√
2
}
becomes a 4-frame of N , and thus N is written as
N = A4(C) =
{
1
4
24∑
i=1
xi
gi√
2
∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Z, (xi (mod 4)) ∈ C
}
,
from some Type II Z4-code C by Construction A.
We will show C (2) ⊃ G24. The construction of the Leech lattice 324 from the binary
extended Golay code G24 and the coordinate frame is well known (cf. [5]). From the con-
struction, 324 contains a sublattice
L B(G24) =
{
1
2
24∑
i=1
xi
gi
2
∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Z, (xi (mod 2)) ∈ G24,
24∑
i=1
xi ∈ 4Z
}
,
constructed from G24 by Construction B. It follows from (3) that N contains the sublattice
√
2L B(G24) =
{
1
4
24∑
i=1
2xi
gi√
2
∣∣∣∣∣ xi ∈ Z, (xi (mod 2)) ∈ G24,
24∑
i=1
2xi ∈ 8Z
}
.
This together with the 4-frame
{
g1/
√
2, . . . , g24/
√
2
}
generates the sublattice A4(2G24)
where 2G24 is regarded as a Z4-code. Hence C contains 2G24 and thus we have proved the
following:
LEMMA 8. For any Niemeier lattice N, there is a Type II Z4-code C with A4(C) = N such
that C (2) contains G24.
The above lemma, together with Lemmas 5 and 6, shows that every Niemeier lattice N
contains a (4k2 + 2k + 6)-frame for every integer k. Therefore the proof of Theorem 4 is
completed. It is worthwhile noting that the authors [10] have constructed a Type II Z4-code C
satisfying the condition in Lemma 8 by giving explicit generator matrices.
We end this paper by giving the following remarks:
(1) Recently it is shown that there is a 2k-frame in the Leech lattice for every positive
integer k ≥ 2 [4] and [9]. By (3), every Niemeier lattice contains a 4k-frame for every
positive integer k.
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(2) It follows from [4, Lemma 5.1] that if N contains an n-frame then it also contains an
mn-frame for each positive integer m. Therefore every Niemeier lattice N contains an
m(4k2 + 2k + 6)-frame for an integer k and a positive integer m.
(3) We want to mention that by using the existence of a 2k-frame of the Leech lattice,
Shimakura [13] gives a decomposition of the moonshine module V \ and gives 4A
and 2B elements of the Monster.
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